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AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE –

REMEDIES

� In Australian cartel and competition cases, there is an 
emphasis on fines and deterrence; however increasingly 
these are accompanied by other remedies including 
monitoring and compliance

� Outside hardcore cartel cases, the ACCC may also 
negotiate remedies through undertakings (commitments)

� Suggested civil fines can be negotiated with the ACCC 

� But fines can only be imposed by the Federal Court which 
exercises independent judgment over any recommended 
fines or remedies negotiated by the ACCC

� Purely behavioural remedies are rare in cartel matters



AUSTRALIAN APPROACH

� Under Australian law, the ACCC will bring court proceedings for 
contraventions, seeking civil fines and other orders, including 
corporate compliance and probation orders

� Alternatively, or in combination with court orders, the ACCC can 
accept an enforceable undertaking or commitment from a company 
in relation to anything connected to the ACCC's powers

� Undertakings commonly accepted include refraining from certain 
market conduct, upgrading compliance programs, and appointing an 
auditor to monitor compliance and report to the ACCC

� Undertakings are placed on the public record

� Australia has yet to see a criminal prosecution for cartel conduct 
although the law has permitted criminal enforcement since 2009



CARTEL CASES USUALLY  

ATTRACT CIVIL FINES
� Cartel conduct or horizontal conduct matters generally result in 

court action and fines.  For example, the court in one case 
stated:
» Cartel behaviour of the kind with which this case is concerned is 

extremely destructive of the competition on which the prosperity of a 
free market economy depends… The law, and the way it is enforced, 
should convey to those disposed to engage in cartel behaviour that the 
consequences of discovery are likely to outweigh the benefits, and by a 
large margin: (Visy – cardboard packaging)

� This is also reflected by comments from the ACCC Chair: 
» The penalties [fines] imposed in competition cases are hugely important 

to deter anti-competitive conduct. The ACCC is concerned generally to 
ensure that penalties for anti-competitive conduct … are not viewed 
commercially as being an acceptable cost of doing business

» It's crucial that we do, and are seen to, enforce the law by taking 
matters to court



EXAMPLE OF COURT ORDERS IN 

AUSTRALIAN CARTEL MATTERS

� Recent ACCC case alleges that an industry association 
attempted to induce member egg producers to adopt an 
arrangement to cull hens or otherwise dispose of eggs, for 
the purpose of reducing the amount of eggs available for 
supply to consumers and businesses in Australia

� The ACCC is seeking Court declarations, injunctions, 
pecuniary penalties, orders that the defendants establish 
and maintain a compliance program, that certain executives 
attend compliance training, an adverse publicity order, a 
community service order against one entity, and 
disqualification orders banning certain executives from 
acting as a director of any corporation



CAN MATTERS BE RESOLVED 

WITHOUT FINES OR COURT ?
� The ACCC has resolved some enforcement matters without fines 

or court action but this is rare for cartel conduct
� For example:

» In February 2013, the ACCC accepted a court-enforceable undertaking 
from All Homes, an online real estate advertiser, following concerns that 
All Homes may have attempted to induce real estate agents to agree on 
fixed fees. ACCC concerns arose following an email sent by All Homes 
to over 1000 real estate agents in the Canberra region

» All Homes undertook that it would not, over the next three years, send a 
communication to real estate agents about their fees. The company 
undertook to write to all affected real estate agents advising that they 
were free to set their prices, and to implement an internal compliance 
program.

� Other types of matters, for which negotiated  undertakings may 
be more readily accepted by the ACCC, include vertical 
restraints, RPM and consumer law issues



COURT VIEW OF COMPLIANCE 

AND MONITORING

� Australian courts have ordered compliance measures and 
probation orders in cartel matters as well as fines

� For example, in a recent 2014 cartel matter brought by the 
ACCC, a court ordered by consent:
» total penalties of A$3 million, an injunction from engaging in similar cartel 

conduct for a period of 3 years; and 

» adoption of a competition and consumer law compliance training program

» (a court cannot order a monitor however under the current Act)

� In another case a court suggested a compliance review of the 
defendant's behaviour:
» When the question of the injunction was being debated before me, I 

suggested … that it might be appropriate to get a detailed report from an 

experienced investigating practitioner as to compliance with the protocols 

that have been put in place.



AUSTRALIAN COURTS' VIEW OF 

AGREED REMEDIES

� No sentencing guidelines exist in Australia

� But civil fine cases frequently resolved by the 
ACCC agreeing on draft orders and a suggested 
penalty/fine with the defendant, which is submitted 
to the court for consideration

� Court will endorse these orders "if within the proper 
range"

� Vigorous debate whether courts should consider or 
accept "agreed fines" as a guide, or adopt their 
own view



CURRENT AUSTRALIAN DEBATE ON 

SENTENCING INDICATIONS FOR FINES

� In Barbaro (2014) the High Court of Australia held that in a 
criminal case, it is not relevant for the sentencing judge to 
hear from the prosecution an indication of a sentencing 
range, as the judge should form his/her own view and it is 
not the role of the prosecutor to seek a particular outcome

� But in civil fine cases Australian courts have generally 
accepted negotiated, recommended fines as an important 
factor to setting the fine, as guidance from the specialist 
regulator on the appropriate level of deterrence, and added 
certainty assists in  better use of public resources and more 
settlements

� Whether the Barbaro approach applies to civil fines is 
currently before the Full Court in an appeal



REMEDIES WITHOUT FINES?

� An example of where the ACCC has accepted 
undertakings without fines was potentially anti-
competitive vertical conduct in the area of 
supermarket leases

� Concern: The use of exclusivity provisions in lease 
agreements for supermarkets in shopping centres to 
prevent a second supermarket in the same centre

� ACCC  found over 700 supermarket leases 
contained potentially exclusive terms

� The then Chairman of the ACCC said at the time that 
"supermarket owners and landlords risked 
prosecution if they continued to block business 
competitors through lease arrangements"



RESTRICTIVE PROVISIONS IN 

LEASE AGREEMENTS

� Remedy: between 2009 and 2011, following extensive 
investigations, the ACCC accepted several court 
enforceable undertaking from various national supermarket 
operators to phase out all exclusive provisions in 
supermarket leases

� Operators agreed that they would not include exclusive 
provisions in any new supermarket leases and, for existing 
supermarket leases, would not enforce exclusive provisions 
five years after commencement of trading

� This five year phasing-out takes account of commercial 
arrangements and leases in place

� The undertakings were all voluntarily provided, without 
admissions of liability



EXAMPLE OF BEHAVIOURAL 

UNDERTAKING

� 2014 – recent undertakings by two supermarkets to cap 
discounts offered via shopper dockets for petrol discounts

� Concern: Large shopper docket discounts eg. 15c per litre may 
provide short-term benefits to a small number of consumers, 
however the ACCC was concerned that they increase petrol 
prices for other consumers and can cause longer term harm to 
the fuel retailing sector

� Remedy: In December 2013, the ACCC accepted court 
enforceable undertakings from twonational operators to stop 
large fuel saving offers which are wholly or partially funded by 
cross subsidy from any part of their business, other than fuel 
retailing. This undertaking also caps fuel discounts, which are 
linked to supermarket purchases, to a maximum of four cents per 
litre



INDUSTRY RESTRUCTURING VIA THE ACCC?

� In this example the ACCC accepted separate but similar 
undertakings from individual competitors for the purpose of 
bringing about an industry change of behaviour

� So in effect, the ACCC acted as a "hub" in accepting similar 
separate undertakings to change market conduct

� It's likely that no one company would agree to give the 
undertaking to change its behaviour unless confident its 
main competitor will do likewise and follow suit

� The companies could not agree among themselves to 
adopt these changes without contravening the cartel 
provisions in the Act



ACCC REASONING IN ACCEPTING THE 

SHOPPER DOCKET UNDERTAKINGS

� Notably, each company maintained that none of their fuel 
savings offers breaches the Act. However, the undertakings 
were provided voluntarily by the companies, in co-operating 
with the ACCC

� The Chairman of the ACCC said: 

» We've accepted the undertakings because they address 
the ACCC’s principal competition concerns and 

allowed the matter to be resolved quickly and 
efficiently.



CONCLUSIONS

� Behavioural remedies are part of the ACCC's toolkit, 
but in cartel cases will form only part of the remedies, 
with fines being prevalent

� If there is a behavioural undertaking imposed by the 
ACCC, it is likely that a solicitor or other expert will 
be asked to "audit" the compliance program and 
deliver an "audit report" to the ACCC (although this 
cannot be directly ordered by the Court)

� In certain cases, the ability to require behavioural 
undertakings can allow the ACCC to act as a "central 
hub" in order to drive industry change
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